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Abstract

In very-low energy plasmas, the size of nanograins is comparable to the dis-
tance (the so-called Landau length) at which the interaction energy of two
electrons equals their thermal energy. In that case, the grain’s polarization
induced by approaching charged particles increases their fluxes and reduces
the charging time scales. Furthermore, for grains of radius smaller than the
Landau length, the electric charge no longer decreases linearly with size, but
has a most probable equilibrium value close to one electron charge. We give
analytical results that can be used for nanograins in cold dense planetary en-
vironments of the outer solar system. Application to the nanodust observed
in the plume of Saturn’s moon Enceladus shows that most grains of radius
about 1 nm should carry one electron, whereas an appreciable fraction of
them are positively charged by ion impacts. The corresponding electrostatic
stresses should destroy smaller grains, which anyway may not exist as crys-
tals since their number of molecules is close to the minimum required for
crystallization.

Keywords: Nanostructures and nanoparticles, Ices, Enceladus, Saturn,
Satellites, Interplanetary dust

1. Introduction

Dust particles of nanometric size have been detected in situ in various
parts of the solar system, e.g. near comets (Utterback and Kissel, 1990),
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in the Earth low ionosphere (e.g. Friedrich and Rapp (2009) and references
therein), in the solar wind near 1 AU (Meyer-Vernet et al., 2009), in streams
ejected by Jupiter (Zook et al., 1996) and Saturn (Kempf et al., 2005), in
the atmosphere of Saturn’s moon Titan (Coates et al., 2007), and in the
plume ejected by the icy moon Enceladus (Jones et al., 2009). Nanograins,
which make the transition between molecules and bulk materials, can be pro-
duced by condensation of gases and aggregation of molecules (Kimura, 2012),
and/or by fragmentation of larger dust (e.g. (Mann and Czechowski, 2012)).
The large surface-to-volume ratio of nanoparticles makes the proportion of
surface atoms significant, so that their characteristic properties often differ
from those of bulk materials and they are major agents for interactions with
particles and fields.

Nanograins play an important role in magnetized environments because
their interaction with electromagnetic fields varies in proportion of their elec-
tric charge, which varies more slowly with size than do the friction forces
(proportional to surface) and the gravitational forces (proportional to vol-
ume). Hence nanograins are generally driven by electromagnetic forces as
are plasma particles, so that their electric charge governs their dynamics
(e.g. Burns et al. (2001); Horanyi (1996); Mann and Czechowski (2012);
Mann et al. (2013)). The electric charge can also determine the grain’s
minimum size via the electrostatic stresses producing fracture, and it also
affects the grains’ growth and coalescence. At larger scales, it determines the
Larmor frequency and thus the time scale of grains’ pick-up.

At nanometric sizes, several effects make the charging processes different
from the classical charging of larger objects. First, it is well known that the
particle sticking coefficients and photoelectric and secondary emission yields
can change (Watson, 1972; Chow et al., 1993; Weingartner and Draine, 2001;
Abbas et al., 2010), essentially because the electron free path in matter is of
the order of (or larger than) 1 nm below ∼ 10 eV (Fitting et al., 2001).

Two further effects appear when the grain radius becomes comparable to

rL = e2/(4πε0kBT ) (1)

in a plasma of temperature T . Since rL(nm) ' 1.44/TeV, this concerns
nanograins in plasmas of temperature ' 1 eV. This scale, often called the
Landau radius, is the distance below which the mutual electrostatic energy
of two approaching charged particles exceeds the kinetic energy of their rela-
tive motion, so that they significantly perturb each other’s trajectories. This
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fundamental scale, which determines the plasma particle cross-sections for
Coulomb collisions producing large perturbations, is also of major importance
for dust grains. Indeed, the particles approaching a grain of radius ∼ rL or
smaller induce polarization charges whose Coulomb attraction increases the
collected fluxes, thereby decreasing the charging time scales. Furthermore,
since at this scale the charging becomes discretized, the equilibrium charge
on a grain no longer varies in proportion of its size, but becomes comparable
to one electron charge in a wide range of sizes, because the probability that
an uncharged grain collects an electron exceeds the probability that a neutral
or negatively charged grain collects an ion.

The latter phenomena have been studied in the contexts of the Earth’s
ionosphere (e.g. Jensen and Thomas (1991); Rapp and Lübken (2001) and
references therein) and of the interstellar medium (e.g. Draine and Sutin
(1987); Weingartner and Draine (2001)). In this paper, we consider these
effects for cold dense planetary environments in the outer solar system, which
are subjected to different constraints. We derive analytical results that can
be used in these contexts, and apply them to the nanograins detected in
Enceladus plume (Jones et al., 2009; Hill et al., 2012), where the electrons are
cold enough (Shafiq et al., 2011) to put the Landau radius in the nano range,
the plasma is dense enough (Morooka et al., 2011) for the photoelectron
emission to be negligible, and the (larger) dust concentration is high enough
to deplete the electrons by a large amount.

These calculations will enable us to estimate the grains’ size limit set by
electrostatic disruption and to compare it with other physical processes.

Units are SI, unless otherwise indicated explicitly.

2. Basic impact charging

Before considering nanograins, let us briefly summarize the classical elec-
tric charging by collection and emission of particles for a dust grain of radius
a� rL in a plasma whose electron and ion densities may be different because
of the possible presence of dust.

2.1. Impacts of charged particles

The charging of a grain changes its electric potential, which changes the
particle fluxes until an equilibrium is reached when the different charge fluxes
balance each other. The electron flux tends to exceed that of ions because
of the faster electron speeds (except in the case of strong electron depletion
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discussed in Sect. 2.3); hence, when the charging is mainly due to electron
and ion impacts, the body charges negatively until it repels sufficiently the
electrons for their flux to balance that of positive ions. For this to be so, the
electron potential energy at the body’s surface eΦ must exceed sufficiently
(but not too much) the particle thermal energy ∼ kBT . Thus the equilibrium
grains’ potential with respect to the ambient plasma is Φ ' −ηkBT/e, with
η of order of magnitude unity. For a sphere of radius a much smaller than
both the Debye length LD and the grains’ separation, the electric charge is
Q = 4πε0aΦ. Substituting the above value of Φ yields the number of charge
units Q/e at equilibrium

Z = −ηa/rL (2)

with η ∼ 1 in order of magnitude. The mean number of a grain’s charges
thus exceeds unity when a/rL � 1.

The parameter η is easily calculated since in that case the particles are
subjected to the Coulomb potential of the grain without intervening barriers
of potential (the so-called orbit-limited condition (Laframboise and Parker,
1973; Whipple, 1981)). When the plasma particles are singly charged and
have isotropic Maxwellian velocity distributions, the classical fluxes of each
particle species can then be expressed straightforwardly as

N = N0e
−|η| = N0e

−|Z|rL/a repelled particles (3)

N = N0(1 + |η|) = N0(1 + |Z|rL/a) attracted particles (4)

per unit grain’s surface, where rL is the Landau radius corresponding to the
temperature of the species considered and N0 is the flux of that species on
an uncharged grain

N0 = s n〈v〉/4 = s n (kBT/2πm)1/2 (5)

Here s, n, T , m, and 〈v〉 are the sticking probability, number density, tem-
perature, mass, and mean speed of the species concerned in the unperturbed
plasma. For ions of mass mi and same temperature T as electrons of mass
me, we have

N0e/N0i = µ(ne/ni) with µ = (se/si)(mi/me)
1/2 (6)

At equilibrium, the electron and ion fluxes balance, and η is the solution of
the equation

η = ln[µ(ne/ni)/(1 + η)] (7)
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This confirms that η is of order of magnitude unity, except if µ(ne/ni) ' 1
- a case that we will discuss later. Note that we have not assumed ne = ni,
in order for the results to be applicable in dusty environments. Therefore,
although µ� 1 because of the large ion-to-electron mass ratio, we have not
necessarily µ(ne/ni � 1, but only the weaker inequality µ(ne/ni) > 1 (as
will be shown in Sect. 2.3).

For nanograins in a low-energy plasma, the sticking probability of ions
si ' 1, but the sticking probability of electrons may be smaller because the
free path of electrons in solids (which decreases as energy decreases at energies
exceeding a few 100 eV) reaches a minimum generally smaller than 1 nm in
the vicinity of tens eV, and increases as energy decreases again to values
comparable to or greater than 1 nm around 1 eV, taking into account elastic
and inelastic scattering (Fitting et al., 2001). A conservative assumption is
se ' 0.3 − 1 (Jurac et al., 1995; Vostrikov and Dubov, 2006; Megner and
Gumbel, 2009) for nanograins, keeping in mind that se may be much smaller
as the number of atoms decreases (Michaud and Sanche, 1987), essentially
because the limited number of degrees of freedom precludes the conservation
of energy and momentum in the collision.

For water-group incident ions µ ' 180 × se, so that Eq.(7) yields η '
0.31, 1.85, or 3.65 for respectively sene/ni = 0.01, 0.1, or 1.

2.2. Other charging processes

The above estimates assume that photoemission (including photodetach-
ment) and secondary emission are negligible. The photoelectron emission on
uncharged grains at heliospheric distance rAU (in astronomical units) can be
approximated by (Grard, 1973)

Nph0 ' 0.5× 1014 χ/r2
AU χ ∼ 0.1− 1 (8)

per unit of the total grain’s surface area 4πa2 - to facilitate comparison with
other fluxes (we have taken into account that the projected sunlit area is
one-quarter of the grain’s surface area). The smaller value of χ corresponds
for example to materials such as graphite or ice, the larger to silicates.

For nanograins χ may be different for two main reasons which act in
opposite senses. First, since the photon attenuation length generally exceeds
the photoelectron escape length by a large amount, a small grain size limits
the distance from the excitation region to the surface, which tends to increase
the yield compared to that of bulk materials (Watson, 1972; Weingartner and
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Draine, 2001). Second, the photon absorption cross-section (normalized to
the cross-sectional area) at the relevant wave lengths λ ∼ 0.1 µm varies
roughly as 2πa/λ ' 6 × 10−2 anm when this size parameter is much smaller
than unity; this is expected to decrease χ significantly. Because of the large
uncertainties in these properties, we will use the conservative assumption
χ ≤ 0.1 for silicate and water ice nanograins. From (8), we deduce the
ratio between photoelectron emission and ion (of mass Amp) collection for
uncharged grains at 10 AU heliocentric distance (' Saturn’s orbit),

Nph0/N0i ≤ 13A1/2/(ni(cm3)Ti(eV)) (9)

Photoelectron emission is thus expected to be of minor importance for
water-group incident ions of density ni ≥ 50 cm−3 and temperature ∼ 1 eV.
Likewise, ”true” secondary electron emission is expected to be negligible,
even for very small grains, for electron temperatures ∼ 1 eV (Chow et al.,
1993).

The above calculations assume for simplicity that the particle veloc-
ity distributions are Maxwellian. Solar system plasmas are generally non-
maxwellian, containing suprathermal particles with Kappa-like distributions
(Garrett and Hoffman, 2000; Meyer-Vernet, 2001; Pierrard and Lazar, 2010).
This changes the fluxes (Mendis and Rosenberg, 1994) and might have large
consequences if the secondary electron emission were not negligible (Meyer-
Vernet, 1982; Chow et al., 1993). The grain relative velocity has also been
neglected, which is acceptable if it is smaller than the ion thermal speed.

2.3. Dusty environments

Finally, let us discuss briefly how the plasma electron depletion ne/ni is
related to the charged dust. Strictly speaking, the above calculations hold
when the dust grains are “isolated”, thus when the grains’ number density
nd is small enough that their separation exceeds twice the Debye length, i.e.
2n

1/3
d LD < (3/4π)1/3. With the grains’ charge (2) and the Debye length

LD = [4πrL(ne + ni)]
−1/2 (10)

the ratio of the charge carried by the grains to that available in the medium
is |Z|nd/(ne + ni) ' ηP with

P ≡ 4πndaL
2
D (11)
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Figure 1: Electron-to-ion number density ne/ni (left axis, solid line) and normalized grain’s
charge −η = ZrL/a (right axis, dashed) versus the parameter P = 4πnd〈a〉L2

D, from (12)
with µ = 180 (water-group ions and electron sticking probability se ' 1) for dust grains
of radius a > rL. The limits ne/ni ∼ 1/µ and η ∼ 1/P for P → ∞ are plotted for
comparison (thin lines).

Since P < (2n
1/3
d LD)2 because the grains’ separation necessarily exceeds their

diameter, we have P < 1 if the grains’ separation exceeeds LD, so that in that
case the grains’ charge is not expected to perturb significantly the plasma.

In the opposite case P > 1, the grains’ Debye spheres overlap and the
electrons are depleted since many of them rest on the grain’s surface, which
in turn reduces the grain’s charge (Havnes et al., 1984; Whipple et al., 1985).
However, if the grain size is much smaller than the grains’ separation, the
increase of the grain-to-plasma capacitance due to the neighbouring grains
can be neglected and Eqs.(3)-(4) still hold (Whipple et al., 1985), with η ≡
−eΦ/kBT = −ZrL/a where Φ is the grain-to-plasma potential. Therefore (7)
holds in that case and using the quasi-neutrality condition ni − ne = −ndZ
and rewriting (10) as ni + ne = nd a/PrL, one deduces straightforwardly

ne
ni

=
(1 + η)eη

µ
=

1− Pη
1 + Pη

(12)

From (12), one can deduce two of the three parameters ne/ni, η, and P , from
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one of them. Fig. 1 shows ne/ni versus P , which enables one to deduce the
grains’ properties from the electron depletion or vice-versa. For completeness
we have also plotted η versus P , first published by Whipple et al. (1985) and
reproduced in several papers. Note that the pioneering results by Havnes et
al. (1984, 1990) and references therein use a different definition of P , based
on the plasma properties outside the dusty region - which is relevant for
studying the local properties of a dust cloud; both definitions agree in the
limit of small potentials (when the Boltzmann factors can be linearized).

In the limit P →∞, (12) yields

ne/ni ' 1/µ η ' 1/P → 0 (13)

which corresponds to the limit µne/ni → 1 of Eq.(7) and shows that the
electrons cannot be more depleted with respect to ions than the limiting
value ne/ni ' 1/µ (Mendis and Rosenberg, 1994).

Of course, when the grains have a continuous size distribution dnd/da
(for amin < a < amax), P must be calculated by replacing in (11) a by its
mean value 〈a〉 =

∫ amax

amin
da a(dnd/da)/nd (Havnes et al., 1990). In general

the minimum amin is unknown, but dust analyzers can measure the number
density nd(a0) of grains larger than some radius a0 > amin. In that case, one
can derive amin from the measured value of ne/ni without having to make a
hypothesis on the grains’ potential. For example, with dnd/da ∝ a−p (with
p > 2) so that the number density of grains larger than a is nd(a) ∝ a1−p,
we substitute 〈a〉 for a in (11) and get

amin =

(
4πL2

D

P

p− 1

p− 2
nd(a0) ap−1

0

)1/(p−2)

(14)

which together with (12) yields amin as a function of ne/ni. This will be used
in Sect. 5.

3. Grains’ polarization

The results of Sect. 2 hold for grains of size much larger than the Landau
radius; how much larger will be determined later (Eq.(39) and Fig. 3). For
smaller grains, the polarization charges induced on a grain by approaching
charged particles produce an electric potential which perturbs significantly
their trajectories, as first shown in the context of ion capture by aerosols
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in the Earth’s ionosphere (Natanson, 1960); hence the particle fluxes are
modified.

Consider an ion or an electron (charge±e) approaching at distance r = ax
from the centre of a spherical grain of radius a and electric charge Ze. The
approaching particle is subjected to an electrostatic field that can be derived
from the potential

Φ(r) =
e

4πε0a

[
Z

x
∓ 1

2x2(x2 − 1)

]
x = r/a (15)

obtained by adding to the Coulomb potential of the grain’s charge that of
the induced image (Jackson, 1999).

3.1. Uncharged grains

Consider first an uncharged grain (Z = 0). Plasma particles of charge
±e are subjected to the image term of the potential (15), so that they are
all attracted and their trajectories are bent towards the grain. Consider
particles arriving isotropically from large distances at speed v. The impact
parameter p of the trajectory which barely grazes a sphere of radius r is given
by conservation of energy and momentum (in spherical coordinates) as

p2/a2 = x2 + xv/[2(x2 − 1)] x = r/a (16)

where xv = [e2/(4πε0mv
2/2)]/a (17)

For r/a → ∞, (16) yields p → r, as expected since the image potential be-
comes negligible at large distances and produces straight lines trajectories; at
small distances, the trajectories are bent by the image force and for r/a→ 1
we have p/a→∞ because of the increasing bending of the trajectories as the
image term in (15) increases. Between these two extremes, p has a minimum
p0 obtained from (16) by noting that dp/dx = 0 for (x2−1)2 = xv/2, whence
p2

0/a
2 = 1 +

√
2xv. The particle random flux snv/4 is therefore increased

by the factor p2
0/a

2, which yields the flux Nv = sn
[
v + e (πε0ma)−1/2

]
/4.

Averaging over speeds and using 〈v〉 = (8kBT/πm)1/2 yields the flux

N = N0F0 for Z = 0 (18)

F0 = 1 + (πrL/2a)1/2 (19)

This exceeds the flux N0 given by (5) by the factor F0, which may be very
large when a� rL.
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3.2. Repelling grains

Now, consider particles which are repelled at distances r � a (electrons
if Z < 0 or positive ions if Z > 0). In that case, the two terms in the
potential (15) are of opposite signs so that the potential has a maximum at
the distance r0 given by

2x2
0 − 1 = |Z| x0(x2

0 − 1)2 x0 = r0/a (20)

For Z = 1 and 2, (20) yields x0 ' 1.62 and 1.42 respectively, whereas in the
limit |Z| → ∞ we have x0 ' 1 + 0.5|Z|−1/2. At the maximum of the barrier
of potential, the potential energy of the charge ±e is

±eΦ(r0) =
|Z|e2

4πε0a

[
1

x0

− |Z|−1

2x2
0(x2

0 − 1)

]
(21)

For Z → +∞, the expansion of the bracket in (21) to first order in |Z|−1/2

yields [1 − |Z|−1/2], whereas for Z = 1 and 2 the bracket ' 1/[1 + |Z|−1/2].
Hence a reasonable approximation of (21) is

±eΦ(r0) ' 1

4πε0a

|Z|e2

1 + |Z|−1/2
(22)

As soon as the approaching particles come closer than r0, they are at-
tracted. Hence the effective collection radius is increased by a factor y2

0, with
y0 ' x0 for x0 � 1 since in that case the particles are weakly affected by
the grain’s charge farther than r0. In the general case we have y0 < x0 be-
cause of the repelling electric force farther than r0. Since only particles of
kinetic energy exceeding |eΦ(r0)| can reach this distance, the flux of repelled
particles with a Maxwellian distribution of temperature T is given by

N = N0y
2
0e
−|eΦ(r0)|/kBT ' N0Fr(Z) repelled particles (23)

Fr(Z) '
[
1 + (3|Z|+ 4a/rL)−1/2

]2
e
−
(
|Z|rL/a

1+|Z|−1/2

)
(24)

where we have used an approximation of y0 derived by Draine and Sutin
(1987). Comparing with (3), one sees that the polarization increases signif-
icantly the flux of repelled particles, by a factor ' 2.6 × erL/2a for |Z| = 1
and a/rL � 1, which can be quite large for very small grains.
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3.3. Attracting grains

Finally, consider particles which are attracted at distances r � a (positive
ions if Z < 0 or electrons if Z > 0). In that case the focusing has two causes:
first, the field of the grain’s charge Ze which would yield the flux (4) in
the absence of polarization and acts far from the grain; second, the image
contribution which would yield the flux (18) when Z = 0 and acts close to
the grain. By comparing (4) and (18), one sees that the attraction of the
grain’s charge generally dominates, so that the flux is given by (4) with a
correcting factor. Using an approximation for this factor (Draine and Sutin,
1987), one obtains for a Maxwellian distribution at temperature T

N = N0Fa(Z) attracted particles (25)

Fa(Z) = (1 + |Z|rL/a)
[
1 + (|Z|+ a/2rL)−1/2

]
(26)

We conclude that when the grain’s size does not exceed the Landau radius
by a large amount, the polarization increases the fluxes whatever the grain’s
charge, thereby decreasing the charging time scales. Furthermore, because
the flux of repelled particles is increased by a larger factor than the other
ones because of the exponential term, the negative equilibrium charge tends
to increase. However, since in that case |Z| is not large, a statistical treatment
of the grain charge distribution is needed.

4. Charge probability distribution

4.1. Charge probabilities

Let f(Z) be the probability that a grain carries the charge Ze. The
population of grains of charge Ze is depleted by collecting electrons and
ions and replenished when grains of charge (Z + 1)e collect electrons and
when grains of charge (Z − 1)e collect ions (as discussed in Sect. 2, we
neglect secondary or photoelectron emission). Under stationary conditions,
this yields the simple recurrence relation (Draine and Sutin, 1987)

f(Z)Ni(Z) = f(Z + 1)Ne(Z + 1) (27)

equivalent to a more complicated relation used by (Rapp and Lübken, 2001).
Applying (27) iteratively with Ne(Z) and Ni(Z) given by (18) for Z = 0 and
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respectively by (23) and (25) for Z < 0 and the reverse for Z > 0, we obtain

f(Z)/f(0) = (µ ne/ni)
|Z|F0

−1∏
Z′=Z

[
Fr(Z

′ + 1)

Fa(Z ′)

]
Z < 0 (28)

f(Z)/f(0) = (µ ne/ni)
−ZF0

Z∏
Z′=1

[
Fr(Z

′ − 1)

Fa(Z ′)

]
Z > 0 (29)

where F0, Fr, Fa are defined respectively in (19), (24), (26), and we set
Fr(0) = 1 in (28). This can be solved by using

∑+∞
−∞ f(Z) = 1.

4.2. Singly charged grains

Eqs.(28)-(29) yield in particular

f(−1)

f(0)
' (µ ne/ni)

1 + (πrL/2a)1/2

(1 + rL/a) [1 + (1 + a/2rL)−1/2]
(30)

f(−1)

f(+1)
' (µ ne/ni)

2 (31)

Two important consequences emerge. First, since µ � 1 because of the
large ion-to-electron mass ratio, the positive grains are in minority but they
may be detectable, the more so as the electrons are significantly depleted.
Second, in the limit a� rL, (30) yields f(−1)/f(0) ' (µ ne/ni) (πa/8rL)1/2,
an approximation which turns out to be accurate to within 5% in the whole
range a/rL ≤ 1.

For small grains the probability is concentrated on the states Z = 0
and -1 since the number of negative charges is not only limited by the ex-
ponential factor in (23), but also by electron field emission (e.g. (Mendis
and Axford, 1974; Draine and Sutin, 1987)). Indeed, for nanograins we have
e2/4πε0a ' 1.4 eV, so that the surface Coulomb electric field deforms signif-
icantly the potential barrier at the surface, which enables electrons inside to
tunnel efficiently. In practice, this process becomes efficient when |E| > 109

V/m (Gomer, 1961). An ejected electron near the surface of a grain of charge
Ze < 0 will be subjected to the field amplitude |E| ' (Z+1)e/4πε0a

2. Hence
the condition |E| < 109 V/m for electron field emission not to occur limits
the grain charge state to

Z > −
(
1 + 0.7 a2

nm

)
Field emission limit (32)
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Figure 2: Mean number of grain charge units 〈Z〉 (left axis), proportion of negatively
charged grains f(−1)/

∑
f (right axis) and ratio of positively to negatively charged grains

(dash-dotted, right axis) versus the electron-to-ion number density ne/ni for two values
of a/rL with µ = 180 (water-group ions with se ' 1). These results concern grains of
radius smaller than 1 nm for which the electron field emission limit (32) prevents multiple
negative charging.

We do not consider ion field emission which limits the positive charging, since
it requires a much higher field.

For a ≤ 1 nm, electron field emission thus limits the (integer) number
of grain charges Q/e to Z ≥ −1, as noted by Hill et al. (2012). Hence, the
probability is concentrated on the states Z = 0 and -1, and the mean grains’
charge number at equilibrium is 〈Z〉 ' −f(−1) = −1/[1 + f(0)/f(−1)], i.e.

〈Z〉 ' −1

1 + (8rL/πa)1/2/(µ ne/ni)
(33)

' −
[
1 +

10−2ni/sene
(anm TeV)1/2

]−1

(34)

Therefore, the mean equilibrium charge of grains of radius a ' 1 nm in a
plasma of temperature ' 1 eV is roughly one electron if sene/ni � 10−2,
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and the ratio of positive to negative grains is according to (30)

f(+1)/f(−1) ' (5× 10−3ni/sene)
2 (35)

These values are plotted in Fig. 2. They hold at equilibrium. The charg-
ing time scales can be estimated from the electron and ion flux on an un-
charged grain, respectively, given from (18)-(19), which yield

τ−1 '

[
4πa2nese

(
kBTe
2πme

)1/2(
1 +

(πrL
2a

)1/2
)]−1

(36)

'
[
2× 10−6sene cm−3 a2

nm

(
T

1/2
eV +

1.5

a
1/2
nm

)]−1

s (37)

τ+1 ' (µne/ni)× τ−1 (38)

4.3. Average charge of small or large grains

Using (33) (valid for small grains) and (2) with (7) (valid for large grains),
we obtain the general approximation

〈Z〉 ' −η0 a/rL −
1

1 + 0.9× 10−2(ni/ne)(rL/a)1/2
(39)

for water-group incident ions, with η0 solution of eη0(1+η0) ' 180 ne/ni and
se = 1; if se < 1, ne/ni must be multiplied by se in these expressions. A
similar approximation was studied by Draine and Sutin (1987) in the special
case ne = ni. Equation (39) is plotted in Fig 3 for several values of ne/ni
and compared to the classical result valid for a� rL and ne ' ni (dotted).

Two further consequences emerge. First, the quasi-neutrality condition
ne − ni = ndZ no longer yields (12) for grains of radius a . rL since in that
case 〈Z〉 is no longer given by the first term of (39); one can nevertheless
apply (12) in the Enceladus plume for larger grains, since they carry most of
the dust total charge (Dong and Hill, 2012). Second, the grains’ charge-to-
mass ratio, which governs their dynamics, varies faster with mass for smaller
grains. Indeed, whereas the charge-to-mass ratio of large grains varies in
proportion of Z/a3 ∝ 1/a2 (from the dominant first term in (39)), the charge-
to-mass ratio of smaller grains varies faster when the second term in (39) is
dominant; if ne/ni ' 10−2 this occurs as soon as a . 10 rL, whereas if
ne/ni ' 1, the charge-to-mass ratio goes as 1/a3 for a < rL.
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Figure 3: Mean equilibrium number of electrons carried by a grain from (39) versus its
normalized radius, for different values of the electron-to-ion number density and µ = 180
(water-group ions with electron sticking coefficient se ' 1). The classical value −〈Z〉 =
3.65 a/rL is plotted (light dotted) for comparison. These values do not take into account
the electron field emission limit, which prevents multiple charging for grains of radius
smaller than about 1 nm.

5. Enceladus nanograins

Consider nanograins in the Enceladus plume, almost at rest (Tokar et al.,
2009) with respect to Enceladus as well as with respect to the plasma, of
typical parameters: ni ∼ 103 − 3 × 104 cm−3, ne/ni ∼ 10−2 − 10−1, T ∼ 1
eV (Morooka et al., 2011; Shafiq et al., 2011), main ion H3O+ (Cravens et
al., 2009) and with a neutral gas density n0 ∼ 5 × 107 cm−3 (Waite et al.,
2006). This yields the Landau radius rL ' 1.4 nm and the Debye length
LD ' 0.07↔ 0.23 m for ni ∼ 104 ↔ 103 cm−3 respectively.

5.1. Negatively charged nanograins

We deduce from (34) (see also Fig 2) that more than 50% of the grains
of radius a ' 1 nm should carry one electron at equilibrium provided that
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ne/ni > 10−2/se (se being the electron sticking probability), which confirms
the value inferred for these grains (Hill et al., 2012).

The corresponding charging time scale is given by (37), which yields τ−1 '
200 ↔ 2000 s for nese ∼ 103 ↔ 102 cm−3 respectively. Note that neglecting
the grains’ polarization would yield charging time scales roughly twice larger
than these values. With a speed ' 0.5 km/s with respect to Enceladus - of
the order of the gas bulk speed (Hansen et al., 2008; Dong et al., 2011), this
yields the free path for negative charging ' 0.4 ↔ 4 RE (Enceladus radius
RE ' 250 km). This confirms the order-of-magnitude estimate by Hill et al.
(2012) indicating that these nanograins are charged by the ambient plasma.

5.2. Positively charged nanograins

Consider now the observed positively charged grains (Jones et al., 2009;
Hill et al., 2012), whose origin is under debate. Hill et al. (2012) suggested
three possible mechanisms: secondary electron emission, impacts of positive
ions, and triboelectric charging (the latter first suggested by Jones et al.
(2009)). The results of Sect. 4 enable us to estimate the grains’ charging
states resulting from the flux of ambient electrons and ions (taking into ac-
count the grains’ polarization and charge discretization). According to (35),
we have f(+1)/f(−1) ∼ (5 × 10−3ni/sene)

2 ∼ 2 × 10−1 ↔ 2 × 10−3 for
ne/ni ∼ 10−2 ↔ 10−1 respectively (for se ∼ 1). Since, according to (32),
grains of radius a ' 1 nm or smaller do not carry more than one electron,
f(+1)/f(−1) yields the ratio of positively to negatively charged grains. How-
ever this is an equilibrium value, which holds when the time involved exceeds
the larger charging time scale τ+1; otherwise, the ratio f(+1)/f(−1) should
be smaller since τ+1 > τ−1. With ni ' 3× 104 cm−3, (38) yields τ+1 ' 1300
s. With a speed ' 0.5 km/s, this yields a free path for (positive) charging
' 2RE. This value is of the order of the involved paths, which suggests that
a significant proportion of these nanograins have their equilibrium charge.
These estimates are a strong indication that the impacts of ambient plasma
particles can explain both the negatively and positively charged grains, with-
out having to rely on other charging processes.

5.3. Electron depletion

The charge of these nanograins cannot compensate for the strong ob-
served electron depletion, and larger grains act to achieve plasma quasi-
neutrality (Yaroshenko et al., 2009; Farrell et al., 2010). When those “large
grains”represent the major contribution to the total dust charge, Fig. 1
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(Eq.(12)) enables one to deduce directly their properties from the observed
electron depletion or vice-versa, via P . For example, let us assume dnd/da ∝
a−p for a > amin with p = 4.5 and a number density nd(a0) ' 0.1 cm−3

for grains of radius a0 > 2 µm, according to typical measurements (Spahn
et al., 2006; Kempf et al., 2008). Eqs.(12) and (14) show that with an ob-
served electron depletion ne/ni ' 10−2, quasi-neutrality can be achieved with
amin ' 0.1 µm. Note that this estimate does not require the grain potential
as an input since it is calculated in parallel, contrary to estimates using the
measured spacecraft potential (e.g. Shafiq et al. (2011)).

Finally, according to Eq.(13), the electrons cannot be more depleted than
ne/ni ' 1/µ ' 5× 10−3/se ≥ 5× 10−3 (since se ≤ 1), which agrees in order
of magnitude with observation.

5.4. Minimum size of nanograins

Finally, consider grains of radius smaller than about 1 nm. According
to (34), their charge should decrease below one charge unit when anm <
(10−2ni/sene)

2/TeV, whereas their charging time scale increases. This might
possibly contribute to the decrease observed in the flux of charged grains
below 1 nm (Hill et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2012).

Several other effects are expected to act at such small sizes. First, the
high electric field E0 = Ze/4πε0a

2 at the grain’s surface can make it explode
if the electrostatic stress ε0E

2
0 exceeds the maximum grain’s tensile strength

against fracture S (e.g. (Hill and Mendis, 1979; Draine and Salpeter, 1979)).
The condition ε0E

2
0 < S yields the limiting grain radius

anm > 0.36× |Z|1/2(S/109 Nm−2)−1/4 (40)

The maximum tensile strength S of sub-nanometric ice grains is highly un-
certain. Since the tensile strength of macroscopic materials is determined in
a large part by cracks and dislocations, S is expected to exceed by a large
amount the (highly temperature dependent) value of macroscopic ice S ∼ 107

Nm−2 (Croft et al., 1979), for sub-nanometric grains having a compact struc-
ture.

Given these uncertainties and the weak dependence on S of the size limit
(40), we make below a tentative order-of-magnitude estimate. With the
bonding strength energy ' 0.8 × 10−2 eV per hydrogen bond, 4 hydrogen
bonds per water molecule, and assuming bulk water ice density i.e. about
3× 1028 water molecules/m3, we obtain ∼ 2× 108 Jm−3 (equivalent to force
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per unit area), from which we deduce the tentative strength against fracture
S ∼ 2× 108 Nm−2.

Substituting this value in (40) with Z = 1 yields the minimum grain
radius amin ' 0.7 nm. This figure varies with the grain’s tensile strength S
as S−1/4, so that varying S by a factor of 5 would produce a variation in amin

of about 50 %. Note also that 0.7 nm is roughly the size of a unit cell of a
Ih ice crystal and twice the width of an elementary step of ice crystallization
(Sazaki et al., 2010).

Another size limitation might be produced by the centrifugal stress due
to the grain’s spin induced by impacts of molecules (Spitzer, 1978; Draine
and Salpeter, 1979). Contrary to the above electrostatic limit, it also acts
on uncharged grains. At equilibrium (justified by Eq. (42)), the rms angular
speed ω of a grain due to collisions with neutrals of temperature T0 satisfies
Iω2 ' 3kBT0 where I ' (8/15)πρa5. A spinning grain of mass density ρ
will be destroyed if (π/8)ρa2ω2 > S, which yields the survival condition (e.g.
(Meyer-Vernet, 1984))

anm > 0.5× T 1/3
0 eV(S/109 Nm−2)−1/3 (41)

Substituting T0 ' 0.02 eV (Waite et al., 2006) and the order of magnitude
S ∼ 2× 108 Nm−2 determined above, we obtain a > 0.2 nm. Since this limit
is smaller than the electrostatic disruption limit (40), centrifugal disruption
is not expected to play a major role. Note that we do not consider the spin
induced by the impacts of ions of temperature T (although this would yield
a size limit higher by the factor (T/T0)1/3), because the ion number density
is too small for inducing a significant grain’s spin during the time scales
involved. Indeed, for the grains to acquire a spin governed by the thermal
energy of a particle species, they should have been struck by their own mass
of these particles. Applying (5) to H2O molecules of mass m0 ' 18 mp yields
the time scale

τspin '
(2π)1/2ρa

3n0(m0kBT0)1/2
∼ 1010anm/(n0 cm−3T

1/2
0 eV) s (42)

whence τspin ∼ 1.5 × 103 s, which is of the order of magnitude of the time
scales involved and smaller by more than two orders of magnitude than the
value for ion impacts (which confirms that the latter do not affect the grains’
spin).
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6. Concluding remarks

We have derived analytical expressions for the charge of nanograins in
cold dense and dusty environments, under conditions relevant in the outer
solar system, and applied them to Enceladus nanograins. This analysis shows
that a large proportion of nanograins should be charged with one electron,
as assumed in previous studies and argued by Hill et al. (2012), and that the
impacts of ambient ions should explain the observed positively charged grains
without having to assume other charging processes. Electrostatic stresses are
expected to limit the size of charged grains to a minimum radius of about
0.7 nm - a value which should be taken with caution since it assumes a
compact structure and varies with the badly known grain tensile strength S
in proportion of S−1/4. This effect might contribute to the strong decrease
in the grain number density observed at radii below about 1 nm (Jones et
al., 2009; Hill et al., 2012).

However, subnanometric ice grains fall into the uncertain transition region
between macroscopic and microscopic behavior. In particular, the electron
sticking coefficient se is expected to decrease nearly linearly with radius for
a . 1 nm (Vostrikov and Dubov, 2006; Megner and Gumbel, 2009); according
to (30) and (34), this should decrease the grain’s charge and therefore the
probability of detection below ' 1 nm.

Furthermore, the detailed physics of ice crystallization is still not under-
stood, and a grain of radius 1 nm with the density of ice contains only ' 140
H2O molecules, more than 50 % of which should lie at the surface. This num-
ber is smaller than the recently determined minimum number of 250 − 300
H2O molecules required for crystallization of a water cluster (Pradzynski,
2012), which corresponds to a radius of about 1.3 µm with the density of
ice. This radius of 1.3 µm (whose dependence on temperature is unknown
and which should be taken with caution in the context of Enceladus plume),
is close to the observed onset of flux decrease (Jones et al., 2009; Hill et al.,
2012).
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